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         veryone is under-encouraged” was 
a favorite line of my former pastor, and 
I wholeheartedly agree.  I want to be a 
person who encourages others, don’t 
you?  In a world with unprecedented 
confusion over identity and a seeming 
epidemic of loneliness and depression, 
people need encouragement!  

Platitudes masquerading as 
encouragement have a hollow ring.  
They have a “hope-so” quality that 
comes off shallow and self-focused.  
Statements like “You’re amazing!” and 
“You are loved!” fall short if they are 
based only on who we are.  

Of course, we do need to be told 
that we are loved and valued, but to 
actually encourage someone our words 
must rest on the truth. A person knows 
love when they see true love proven by 
Christ.  A person knows value when 
they identify themselves as image 
bearers of the King of the universe.   

At our conference last spring, 
Christine Hoover challenged us to be 
“truth-filled encouragers.”  I love this 
term and believe it beautifully captures 
what is described in our focus verses 
for Women’s Ministry:

Let us hold fast the confession of 
our hope without wavering, for He 
who promised is faithful. And let us 
consider how to stir up one another to 

love and good works, not neglecting to 
meet together as is the habit of some, 
but encouraging one another, and all 
the more as you see the day drawing 
near.  −  h e b r ew s  1 0 : 2 3 -2 5

We are definitely called to encourage 
one another, but our encouragement 
must be grounded in the truth of 
Scripture and the hope of the gospel.  
We need to love each other with the 
love we have been given in Christ and 
point each other to the One who is 
always faithful.  

True encouragement happens when 
we lovingly remind one another of the 
character and promises of God. This is 
the encouragement that will shore up 
our souls and help us not to waver.

My signature block includes the phrase 
“Serving with love.” This is my heart’s 
desire—that we as a church are truly 
one body and community that loves 
and serves one another.  This happens 
when we are unified around the gospel 
and transformed by the steadfast love 
of Christ.  

Sisters, let’s be truth-filled encouragers 
who “hold fast the confession of our 
hope without wavering, for He who 
promised is faithful.”

Serving with love,

— Bethany
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“I’m praying for you.”  

No doubt those are words most of us have spoken more times than we can 
recount, often in response to difficult situations where there seem to be no 
words, no solutions, and perhaps no hope. As a result, I was very intrigued 
when I discovered Nancy Guthrie’s book by that title last fall. 

While it could seem trite from frequent use, I honestly don’t know of a better 
way to love people than to pray for them!  And there are no better words to 
pray than the words that originate from God Himself.  When I’m accurately 
using Scripture to make requests, there’s no question if I’m praying God’s 
will, and consequently no question of His desire to answer.  (I John 5:14-15)

This is where Nancy’s book can be a great support.  Designed to provide 
40 days of praying the Bible for someone who is suffering, it lifts our eyes 
beyond circumstances to God’s higher view and eternal purposes—what He 
wants to do in the circumstances and through the pain. 

Day 6 is entitled “I’m praying that God will make you strong and immovable.”  

Referencing 1 Corinthians 15:58, Nancy concludes, “The promise of 
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resurrection keeps us from insisting that this life provide us with 
everything we long for.  It reorients our gaze toward the resurrection life to 
come, making us strong and immovable in loving the Lord… living like we 
really do believe that day is coming.”

Each of the 40 days begins with a short scripture passage, followed by a 
meaningful explanation as it relates to suffering, and then closes with a 
short prayer.  A QR code for each day enables the reader to send a personal 
message with the prayer to a friend.  This is such a practical book! 

There are also blank lines to record your own thoughts or prayers.  
Personally, I like to date and list the people that come to mind, and not 
surprisingly, the name most listed is my own! 

I’ve used these daily two-page readings for the past nine months now 
and am thankful not only for the ways God is gradually answering those 
prayers, but more importantly for the ways He is changing my own desires 
to be more in line with His eternal perspective.  

I’ve appreciated the book so much that I’ve gifted it to numerous friends.  
Sometimes it’s been a thank you to friends who have stood by me in prayer 
through a difficult season.  Other times I’ve offered a copy to a friend who 
is suffering and suggested we both read and text thoughts occasionally.  
I’ve also given it to friends who are serving loved ones who are suffering.   
Often, I’ve texted a friend the Scripture or a phrase from the daily reading, 
explaining how it was helpful to me.  Perhaps even as you read this, 
someone is coming to mind who would be blessed by this book.    

Clearly, we want to be sensitive and not to appear we are slapping Scripture 
on a wound like a quick fix band-aid. But how wonderful it is to know 
the Holy Spirit will guide us as we pray for friends, leading us to be good 
listeners, to offer empathy, and to encourage with the eternal and powerful 
Word of God.     

Have you considered how friends have ministered to you through prayer?   

When I was feeling anxious, a friend texted me a verse she was praying 
with the explanation, “This is something that’s been especially meaningful 
to me.”  Now that verse will always be a treasure to me!     

I remember taking the risk of sharing my heart with a friend and receiving 
the comforting response of her gently holding my hands to pray for me on 
the spot!  Other times I’ve been blessed by a virtual handholding when a 
friend wrote out her prayer, letting me listen in on her sweet conversation 
with God on my behalf.  How very touching!  

Whether God leads you to creatively attach verses you are praying to 
bouquets or simply to text, “You’re on my heart and here’s how I’m praying 
for you today,” certainly it will be an encouragement. As one friend often 
reminds me of the impact, “Your prayers give me courage!”  

 I’m hopeful that the resources of Nancy’s book will enable our words 
to align with the power of God’s Word as we offer the comfort of those 
familiar words, “I’m praying for you.”  



Last summer, I took a month and a half off from social media. My anxiety was 
at an all-time high and the stories and posts on Instagram weren’t helping. 

In January, a few weeks before the birth of our first son, I decided to take 
another break, this time for a full six months. More than six months later, I 
haven’t really gone back and I haven’t really missed it.

If you knew me back in the mid-2010s, that statement would probably 
surprise you. Having engaged with the blogging community after graduating 
from college in 2011, my internet usage grew and evolved to include much 
time spent on Twitter and Instagram, blogging and booktube. I was part of 
multiple online communities and, at one point, designed a set of notecards 
with the phrase “Internet friends are the best friends.”

It was cute and pithy and my internet friends all loved it, but it wasn’t actually 
true.

It would be an understatement to say life has changed immensely over the 
last two and a half years. Even more if we go back further to 10 or 15 years 
ago, before the advent of smartphones and social media, before we relied so 
heavily on the glowing screens in our pockets to connect us to the people 
around us.

In the early days of the pandemic, when everything was on lockdown, 
technology was a tremendous blessing, as it gave us an avenue to still have 
some form of connection with those we know and love. Livestreaming gave 
us the ability to still worship and hear God’s Word preached in real-time each 
Sunday morning, and Zoom calls helped keep small groups going. 

But this form of connection soon grew wearying, and it wasn’t long before 
many of us were finding ways to connect in person in whatever ways felt 
safe. Friends met for socially distanced outdoor walks and Bible studies met 
in garages. We did what we needed to do in order to feel safe, but also feel 
connected in a way Zoom didn’t allow.

Why was this the case? Why was Zoom fatigue a thing and why did a 
livestreamed sermon not fill us up in the way meeting together in church 
buildings did?

The answer is simple, there is a tangible difference between digital interaction 
and in person connection.

When our church opened its doors again, I was overjoyed. The first Sunday 
back, I sobbed during worship. I looked at my husband, tears streaming down 
my face, and said, “I have missed this.”

Introverted or extroverted, it doesn’t matter. We need people and connection 
through a computer or phone screen isn’t the same as gathering in person 
with other believers.

In recent years, I’ve done a lot of thinking about the tension between life in 
the real world and life on the internet. I don’t believe the internet is a bad 
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thing, but I probably don’t have to say 
much to convince you it’s changed 
how many people interact with and 
engage in the real world. And the 
change isn’t exactly for the better.

We’re no longer required to do the 
hard work of living and engaging 
with the real people right in front 
of us when our interactions happen 
primarily through a screen. 

You can pick and choose the parts 
of yourself to share, modifying your 
background on Zoom and only 
posting or talking about the things 
you’re proud of. It’s easy to curate an 
image of who you want people to see, 
without ever letting them know who 
you really are.

It’s similarly easy to stream sermons 
or listen to podcasts, without ever 
stepping foot in a church building. A 
livestream can’t confront you about 
your sin problem and a podcast can’t 
hold you accountable to growth and 
change in quite the same way as the 
pastor in front of you or the friend 
beside you.

But you know what else a livestream 
or podcast can’t do? It can’t bring you 
a meal when you’re sick, watch your 
kids so you and your husband can go 
on a date, or give you a hug when you 
need it most. As cute as the gifs may 
be, virtual hugs aren’t the same as real 
ones.

In Hebrews 10:24-25, the author says, 
“And let us consider how to stir up 
one another to love and good works, 
not neglecting to meet together, as is 
the habit of some, but encouraging 
one another, and all the more as you 
see the Day drawing near.” 

The sentence structure makes a clear 
contrast between what happens when 
you meet together vs. when you don’t. 
The difference? Encouragement.

We’re told to stir up one another to 
love and good deeds. And how do we 
do that? Not by neglecting to meet 

together, but by encouraging one 
another. This implies that in order to 
truly encourage one another, we must 
meet together.

Lest you misunderstand, I’m not 
saying that posting on Instagram, 
having friends you’ve made through 
the internet, or listening to sermons 
via podcast is wrong or never has a 
place. With family and dear friends 
all over the country, I am immensely 
grateful for technology and the ways it 
allows us to stay connected with those 
we love who live far away. But digital 
connection should never take the 
place of in person community.

There’s a reason, even with technology 
at our fingertips, we still buy cards 
that say “I wish you lived down the 
street.”

It’s because we know the value of 
in person community. We know the 
value of sitting across the table from 
someone rather than across a screen. 
We might have FaceTime calls and 
Marco Polo with friends who live 
states away or temporarily have to take 
precautions, but we know that’s a poor 
imitation of what it’s like when we get 
to see them in person. 

It takes a different kind of work than 
a relationship on the internet, both 
to see and be seen. It can take just as 
much effort to accept the gift of a meal 
train as it can to make dinner as part 
of a meal train. But that is the beauty 
of community. That is the beauty of 
the church. We can see and be seen, 
we can help and be helped, we can 
encourage and be encouraged.

So let us encourage one another, 
smartphones aside, fully present in the 
real world. Let us meet together, let us 
share our lives, and let us stir up one 
another, all the more as we anxiously 
await the day when we are finally with 
the Lord.



Have you ever been at a loss for words? 
Have you ever wondered what to 
say or how to say it to a loved one 
who is hurting? I can think of several 
conversations throughout my life where 
I felt frozen, not knowing how best to 
respond to what I was hearing. 
That’s not always a problem. In some 
situations, it is helpful to simply listen, but 
that’s not always the case. There are times 
we must speak, even in uncomfortable 
situations.
In those situations—where you are 
unsure what to say, but know that you 
must speak—it is helpful to clarify what 
you want your words to accomplish. We 
don’t speak for speaking’s sake. Instead, 
we desire to say something that’s actually 
going to help, to give hope, to encourage, 
to comfort, or at times even correct. The 
words need to be rooted in our motives, 
and our motives must be grounded in the 
Word, which gives life. 
Can you think of a friend who is worried 
due to overwhelming situations? Or 
perhaps a friend weeping from the sorrow 
surrounding her? Maybe a wayward sister 
seeking to do things her own way rather 
than obey Christ? I’m sure you know 
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people in all of those categories! We live 
in community and suffer and share joys 
alongside one another. The question is, 
how do I make the most of an opportunity 
to speak to one of those people? 
One dangerous approach is to respond 
with platitudes from the sinking sands of 
worldly wisdom (which is much easier, 
let’s be honest!). But if our desire is to use 
our words to show our friends Christ, then 
our words must come from the rock solid 
Word. Consider Psalm 19:7-8:
“The Law of the Lord is perfect, restoring 
the soul;
The testimony of the Lord is sure, making 
wise the simple.
The precepts of the Lord are right, 
rejoicing the heart;
The commandment of the Lord is pure, 
enlightening the eyes.”
God’s Word is powerful in every situation. 
It promises to mend, restore, revive, bring 
joy, and give understanding for life.  It 
can make a fruitless situation fruitful.  
In contrast, the world’s wisdom leads to 
spiritual immaturity, spiritual instability, 
and even spiritual danger. 
If you want your speech to build up others, 



rooting it in the Word is essential. But 
even if our words are from the Word, 
they still can be dangerous if they are not 
spoken in love. This is why Ephesians 4:15 
directs us to “speak the truth in love.” If 
we do that, we will “grow up in every way 
into Him who is the head, into Christ.” 
This gets back to the goal of speech. The 
aim of pure speech is unity in the body 
that is realized as we strengthen the 
church, one member at a time. 
How do we do that? Well, speaking the 
truth in love is the general directive. Then 
1 Thessalonians 5:14 gives more specific 
instructions regarding how to help one 
another: “We urge you, brothers and 
sisters, admonish the unruly, encourage 
the fainthearted, help the weak, be patient 
with everyone.”
Notice there are three different kinds of 
people addressed. Fruitful speech comes 
from a person who can discern if they are 
speaking to the unruly, the faint hearted, 
or the weak. 
If you are speaking to the unruly, you are 
to admonish them. “Unruly” is a term 
borrowed from the Roman military, and 
it describes what happens to a soldier 
who breaks rank or steps out of line. In 
the Christian walk, this person is making 
sinful choices. Maybe she’s gossiping, 
holding a grudge, or being dishonest. We 
are to admonish, which means “to put into 
mind.” Remind her that her choices are 
in opposition to the Lord. She must turn 
from her sin to Christ. She may receive 
consequences from the Lord because He 
loves her. Give these reminders with love, 
for restoration, and be by her side to walk 
with her towards obedience. 
If you are speaking to the fainthearted, 
then the goal is encouragement.  Those 
who are discouraged are literally “little-
spirited.” Their concerns are large, they 
are fearful, and overwhelmed with life. 
This sister is not to be admonished, but 
rather encouraged. Listen to her sorrows 
and build up her faith. She needs words 
of comfort in the Lord with reminders 
of God’s faithful promises. Tell her 
Scriptures that have encouraged you and 
so encourage her with the comfort you 
have received from God. 
Similarly, the weak need help. The weak 
are feeble friends. They could be weak 

spiritually (doubting God’s character), or 
morally (lacking conviction to obey the 
Lord). Helping these loved ones looks 
like support. Treat her as you would a 
friend who is slipping off the edge of a 
cliff—quickly reach out and tether her to 
God’s strength. Provide her with guidance 
in God’s Word and help her apply God’s 
truth. 
Another kind of weakness is physical 
weakness. This person may have 
chronic pain, a debilitating disease, or 
sleeplessness due to young children 
waking throughout the night. She 
may need you to lift her up. Help her 
practically (clean the house, bring a meal, 
etc.) and spiritually (pray with her, read 
her the Word, etc.) when she is too tired 
to think clearly and may be discouraged. 
Receiving help and comfort from a friend 
when you are weak is how the body is built 
up.
First Thessalonians 5:14 ends with a catch-
all command: regardless of who you are 
speaking with, all of your speech should 
“be patient.” Patient speech is prayerful, 
thoughtful, and humble. 
Now think of your potentially awkward 
situation again. Do you understand 
your friend’s need a little better? If you 
remember these principles—speak truth 
from God’s Word, in love, and appropriate 
to the listener’s condition—then you are 
building the body in unity.
My prayer is that we will discern through 
the Holy Spirit how to respond to one 
another and encourage each other towards 
Christlikeness. The Lord has blessed me 
with friends at different seasons of my life 
that have admonished, encouraged, and 
helped me along the way. These women 
are treasures to me because even though 
what they say may have been hard to 
hear, it was done in love and filled with 
truth, which helped me grow towards 
Christlikeness. 
My heart’s great desire is that the women 
of Immanuel are prayerfully speaking into 
one another’s life in a way that is radically 
different from the world. Let’s look to the 
Scripture for guidance on how to speak 
into each other’s lives.
For more on this topic, check out the book 
When Words Matter by Cheryl Marshall. It 
is in the IBC bookstore.



When was a time in your life you 
were encouraged by a fellow sister in 
Christ, and what did she do to make 

you feel so encouraged? 

Question?
Emily

Melissa

Carol

A time that I have felt encouraged by my sisters in Christ 
recently is through helping me with childcare! I have 
had a round of physical therapy appointments lately, and 
having ladies offer to watch my daughter so that I am 
able to attend has been such a blessing. I feel so cared 
for, and love knowing that my daughter is in good hands!

I have a sweet sister at Immanuel who bought groceries 
for my parents who have poor health and can’t work. 
Caring for my loved ones whom she doesn’t even know 
that well showed how much she cares for me and it was 
such an encouragement and a blessing!

Through the different seasons of motherhood, I’ve had 
great support from sisters in Christ. When my son was 
younger, it was an older woman coming alongside me 
when I became ill and my husband was deployed. She 
traveled a great distance and took care of me and my son. 
More recently, all the changes that have come with my 
son leaving to go to college and separating/becoming 
more independent from me, I’ve had one friend in 
particular who has checked in with me, prayed with me 
and for me, and who just makes time to connect.



Gwen

Penny

Shawna

God has uniquely used my friends to encourage me in varying 
capacities —according to their gifting— and it just amazes me!  
They followed the Holy Spirit’s nudging and as result were 
part of God’s sovereign, merciful provision for me when I was 
utterly overwhelmed by my circumstances. One of these grace 
gifts is a set of verses ringed and tied together made by a dear 
friend. These little ribbon tied verses specifically chosen for me 
—and I am sure prayed over— were a source of immeasurable 
encouragement. Flipping through them was a tangible reminder 
that I was seen and loved. Beautiful confirmations of hope —“vast 
treasures” found in God’s word. 

One recent encouragement came when I had an opportunity to 
speak to a women’s small group and observe God answering my 
prayer for Him to speak His Words through me. Afterwards, one 
of the Christian women said her mom had just died in the past 
few days and that my words were as if God was speaking directly 
to her. Oh the supernatural work of the Lord… what He does, has 
done, and will do for us that we may build one another up! My 
take away is to be mindful of sharing with my sisters in Christ 
how God is using them to bless me.

I was in a rough season of life and had a particularly difficult 
evening. I tried my best to push my emotions and thoughts 
down as I drove to an IBC women’s event that night. I kept 
thinking that I just wanted my friend to be there so I could talk 
with someone about what I was going through. As I parked 
my car, she happened to be there and walked over to the car 
so we could walk in together. I asked her if we could talk for a 
minute and of course she gave me a lot more than one minute. 
She listened, gave me a hug, and asked if she could pray with me 
right there in the parking lot. I am so thankful for that friend 
and her willingness to show God’s love and compassion. Faithful 
acts of encouragement like this are exactly what we all need in 
relationships with each other as we focus on Hebrews 10:24-
25 this year. Opening up to other sisters in Christ about what 
we are going through is hard, but absolutely worth it so we can 
experience, and pass on, the instruction to encourage each other.
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